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[The following article was published by “The New American”. Nuff said, Ed]

Girl Finds “Transgender” Boy Staring at Her in Locker Room
— Told to Go OUTSIDE Until He Was Done
Written by Selwyn Duke
Proving again that “the eye altering alters all,” a Pennsylvania high-school girl recently found a boy’s
lustful eye fixed upon her in her locker room — then was told her only recourse was to wait outside
until he was done changing.
Of course, at issue is changing school policy that allows a boy who changes his so-called “gender
identity” and claims girlhood status to use the girls’ facilities. As the Family Research Council reports:
There are at least 787 students at Pennsylvania's Honesdale High — but only one of them seemed to
know about a major change in the school's rules. The others found out the most traumatic way possible:
when they walked into the girls' locker room and found a teenage boy in women’s underwear.
For at least one 15-year-old sophomore, the situation was terrifying. “It was first period,” she
remembers, “and I had gym class. And I walked in [to change] with all my friends, and while I was
putting on my pants, I heard a man’s voice. So I turned around, and he’s standing there on the opposite
aisle looking at me. I glanced down, and I could tell that he was wearing women’s underwear and what
was underneath it.” When the boy stared back at her — and the entire group of partially-dressed girls
— she was horrified.
When she got home that afternoon, she told her mom and dad what happened. Turns out, the students
weren’t the only ones who'd never been notified about the policy. Still in shock, they called the
principal and Wayne County superintendent. Neither were particularly sorry about the girls’ experience.
And to prove it, they refused to lift a finger to help. The girls’ only option was to wait outside the
locker room — a place designated for them — until the boy inside was finished.
The girl’s family has since obtained legal representation and has filed a complaint with the U.S.
Department of Education’s Civil Rights Division. Her lawyers have also “posted a video online along
with their complaint alleging the school’s policy on transgender use of locker rooms violated the girl’s
civil rights,” informs WNEP.com.
“‘Opening up restrooms and locker rooms to members of the opposite sex is sexual harassment. Like
most forms, the girls have little power over their situation,’ said attorney Andrea Shaw,” WNEP further
informs.
“The Wayne Highlands superintendent says he’s not able to comment on this incident or complaint but
does say the district’s policy is in keeping with a recent court decision allowing trans students to use the
facilities of their choosing. Now, the Supreme Court is expected to take up that case,” the site
continues.
It should first be said here that there’s no such thing as a “transgender” student, not any more than there
could be a “transpecies” student who’d really become a cat (and there is a woman who thus
masqueraded, by the way). As Australian Alan Finch, who’d once claimed trans status, put it in 2004,
“You fundamentally can't change sex.... Transsexualism was invented by psychiatrists.”

Weighing in likewise just last year was philosopher Dr. Ryan T. Anderson, who wrote that
“transgenderism” is delusion and just amounts to playing “pretend,” since sex change is biologically
impossible. As I reported at the time:
“Modern science shows that our sexual organization begins with our DNA and development in the
womb, and that sex differences manifest themselves in many bodily systems and organs, all the way
down to the molecular level,” writes Anderson in his March 5 article, which was adapted from his new
book, When Harry Became Sally: Responding to the Transgender Moment.
“Cosmetic surgery and cross-sex hormones can’t change us into the opposite sex,” Anderson, a
Heritage Foundation senior fellow, further explains. “They can affect appearances. They can stunt or
damage some outward expressions of our reproductive organization. But they can’t transform it. They
can’t turn us from one sex into the other.” They merely amount to the donning of “counterfeit sexual
garb,” as Johns Hopkins University (JHU) psychiatrist Dr. Paul McHugh put it.
But what of the “transgender” diagnosis? It is made by actual people of medical science, but there’s
nothing scientific about it.
Note that when a doctor diagnoses someone with “gender dysphoria” — the persistent sense that you’re
a member of the opposite sex but are stuck in the wrong body — there’s no way for him to determine
that at issue is a biological phenomenon as opposed to a psychological one. There is no brain-scan;
genetic test; blood, urine or any other body-chemistry test for “biologically induced gender dysphoria.”
The physician will make his diagnosis based only on feelings — strong feelings of “cross-gender
identification” lasting for at least six months. On this basis alone he may ultimately recommend the
patient undergo body-rending sex-mutilation surgery.
It’s as if you went to a cardiologist and said, “Doc, I’m certain I have heart disease! I can just feel it!”
and he replied, without performing any diagnostic tests, “Oh, have the feelings been strong and
persistent? Have they lasted for at least six months? Alright, then, I’ll cut open your chest and perform
a bypass!”
So while Professor Harold “Hal” Lewis said in 2016 that “the global warming scam” is the world’s
“greatest and most successful pseudoscientific fraud,” the “transgender” scam may soon contend for
that title.
This Made-up Sexual Status (MUSS) agenda’s unscientific nature raises another issue: Why are the
feelings of a majority of people — e.g., the high-school students uncomfortable with having oppositesex classmates invade their spaces — subordinated to the feelings of less than one percent of the
population?
Answer: Because the feelings-based prejudices of pseudo-intellectual pseudo-elites are holding sway.
Meanwhile, Democrat-sponsored House bill “the Equality Act” would force even churches to allow
faux (same-sex) weddings and MUSS people to use the opposite-sex’s facilities, according to
WND.com, and a British Catholic mother is being investigated by police for “misgendering” a MUSS
individual.
So what’s really going on here? At bottom, this has nothing to do with compassion, equality, legitimate
tolerance, or inclusiveness. Moreover, the problem with it isn’t mainly, as conservatives aver, that
predators will use a MUSS ruse to access women’s private spaces (though this is an issue).
Rather, “This is about socially reengineering society — about changing hearts and minds — by
legitimizing made-up sexual statuses,” as I wrote in 2016.
This is the real cause of the Bathroom Wars. It’s also why traditionalists shouldn’t budge an inch on

this issue. If you can make people believe an objective reality such as sex is mere illusion, you can
make them believe anything.
[The following are responses to this article posted online. Note the general ignorance, tendency to
go with the crowd and penchant for violence. Ed.]
republicanbyvirtuenotbyparty • 10 hours ago
Dear God,
What a stain on our human history! Forgive us. Help us.
The United States of America
•
ModMon2.0 • 12 hours ago
"He stared at us all in his excited state and we all felt threatened, so we beat the krappp out of him.
Now he refuses to dress in our locker room at the same time."
•
republicanbyvirtuenotbyparty ModMon2.0 • 10 hours ago
The girls really ought to beat that sissy to a pulp and then drag his panzyass out on to the gym
floor and dump his bloody limp body at center court, sending a message to any other attention
seeking perverts.
•
Norge4Nordmenn ModMon2.0 • 2 hours ago
And that, ladies and gentlemen, is how to solve this problem once and for all.
"We've got one that can see!"
•
Dingle Norge4Nordmenn • an hour ago
Go for it girls. MAGA Trump 2020
•
FightingEagle ModMon2.0 • 2 hours ago
There's an old Russian adage that roughly translated says "when you give someone a beating, it
changes their thinking."
•
Davescomm ModMon2.0 • an hour ago
The school administration is who deserves to get the krapp beaten out of it.
•
CovfefeMe MichaelGC • 4 hours ago
we never go to Target if we can possibly avoid it since they went stupid on bathrooms.
•
cslamer CovfefeMe • 3 hours ago
OH NOES!!!!

You just CANT deny France all those profits!!!
• •
•
Frank Martinelli MichaelGC • 13 hours ago
Since Gender identity refers to a person’s internal sense of being: male, or female, it should never be
applicable when it comes to restroom or locker room facilities. The most logical approach is to assign
bathrooms based on Chromosome. XX, XY. Chromosomes cannot be changed with sex reassignment
surgery.
•
cslamer Frank Martinelli • 3 hours ago
The most outspoken critic on this issue was and still is that tennis gay woman martina natolova
(forgive spelling please) who was a sweet hero darling of the left until SHE came out and said
that the whole "trans" issue has ruined women's sports and advocates for the Olympics as well
as any professional women's competition to use the XX-XY signature as the only requirement
needed to preform in the sporting events no matter how you "identify".
So far she has been cast out of the protected identity enclaves and warned to shut up but she is
ignoring the haters....for now.
I think this issue will finally come to a head in full-contact sports like the MMA.
Can you just imagine what will happen when a tranny beats the living snot out of a natural born
woman for "entertainment" value? It might go over well in muslim countries but not so much in
the bible belt of Amerikka!
•
Charlie cslamer • an hour ago
Already happened: https://thelibertarianrepub...
•
Cranford Ducain cslamer • an hour ago
You do know this is the reason the "original" Olympic Games were held in the nude. It was keep
women from participating in a man's event. Actually they were ALL men's events, but the reason was
the same. This might even become a good reason to return to those rules. Plus the increase in
entertainment value.
•
Patricia Julian Frank Martinelli • 10 hours ago
Problem is all those XY AIS girls born with female genitalia a vagina between their legs would haveto
then use the boys locker/changing rooms based on their chromosomes!!! XY AIS females can actually
be more feminine in appearance to XX Females!!
•
CovfefeMe Patricia Julian • 4 hours ago
if they've had the full surgical change, the fine. This boy did not. So he's still anatomically a boy
and must use the boy's locker room. Or a phone booth.
•
Joe_D CovfefeMe • 2 hours ago

He would be welcome at Target.
•
Aaarrghh • 17 hours ago
MUSS? Hah! A good replacement for the word "transgender." I'll start using it. Words are powerful
things. They are definitely Mussed up.
•
Rebel Yell • 10 hours ago
Allowing boys/men into the girls locker room is absolute insanity! WHAT is wrong with these
people?!? They've lost all common sense!!!
IF we somehow have a problem with boys suddenly wanting to be girls, then give them their OWN
dressing rooms. Don't put them into the girls locker room!!!
•
cslamer Rebel Yell • 3 hours ago
that will ONLY happen after a few under age girls get raped by these trannies.... and even then it
will be a fight!
•
daro l • 4 hours ago
perhaps they should be required to use the teachers' bathroom.
•
Frank N. Stein • 15 hours ago
Here's an idea for equal access:
Biological girls only from 7:30 AM to 7:30 PM.
Trannies only from 7:30 PM to 7:30 AM.
•
Independent Patriot Frank N. Stein • 15 hours ago
Won't work. The leftist lunatics would deny that there's such a thing as "time". "AM" and "PM"
would quickly be deemed the white mans "racist" way of controlling minorities. All clocks in
the public square and universities would be pulled down by angry mobs. And everyone would
be told that the time is what you want it to be. Time stops, chaos ensues, and the world comes to
an end. All because leftist lunatics don't know what bathroom to use.
Proving once again that ya just can't fix crazy...
•
Frank N. Stein Independent Patriot • 13 hours ago
LOL!
I can just see that happening, too!
•
Aye Mok Mann • 6 hours ago
If he had a problem with a girl being in the girls' locker room why not make him use the boys' locker
room and have the boys leave until he's done (changing)?
•

HoosierVeritas • 4 hours ago
Thanks Obama. Thanks democrats.
•
Vernon Bennett • 12 hours ago
"she's" transgendered? Not until the penis and testacles are removed!. Where's that safety razor....
•
honkycracker • an hour ago
The DNC and every democrat are totally to blame for this! Kick them all out! Every stinking one for
destroying the lives of our children! Republicans did not do this!
•
bigjos18 • an hour ago
It is the psychotic progressives who are the SCIENCE DENIERS. Whether it's "gender dysphoria,"
"climate change," or thinking 16-year-olds are rational enough to vote....THEY are the people who
constantly and consistently deny the scientific facts, or lack thereof.
Remember, PROGRESSIVES HAVE PROJECTION DISORDER. They will foist upon society the ills
that lurk in their own hearts and minds.
•
Deporableandloveit • an hour ago
If you have a penis, you belong in the men's room and if you don't, you belong in the women's room.
It's just that simple.
•
Will Schoonover • an hour ago
Hope fully some real males will give the freak a reality check in a most physical way.
•
Rudolf the Red-nosed • 2 hours ago
When a society panders to a <1% minority - well, you get the idea!
•
cslamer • 3 hours ago
Someday there will be a comeuppance that the elites will have to suffer through for all of their evil
deeds and weather or not they survive it is yet to be seen.
This BS is bad but their stance on killing human babies inside and now outside the womb so that they
can be cut up for profit in satans butcher shops at planned murderhood should have been the final straw
for them but instead in the bizzaro world of the USA they were praised and elevated for their purely
evil stand.
Our country is done unless there is a purge of epic proportions.... and soon.
•
⬅⬅<<❮❮❮❮❰❰❰ TRAITOR • 5 hours ago
He? Her? Him? Shim? WHAT?? Finish doing what... masturbating??!
OH! Wow, I was going by the headline alone; But I've seen the video now. Wow. Just ... wow.

•
mike • 7 hours ago
See what happens when you vote for the idiots that don't give a crock about those that vote them in ?
Get used to it they are in power and you got reamed and you'll get reamed until you submit to the
insanity ... Your daughters will be used as sex slaves by the socialist elite or turned into boys and your
boys ... Well they're not gonna do so well being half and half ... Your all morons trusting in the very
hand that has a knife to your throat ...
•
Crabbie • 12 hours ago
All the hormone disputer's in household products, synthetic fragrances and hormones in meat, poultry
and dairy isn't helping the human race.
•
Dingle • 44 minutes ago
honkycracker • an hour ago
This horny teen just pulled the biggest con of all time.
•
Leo60 • an hour ago
Insanity..
•
Castile • an hour ago
We all need to stop responding to symptoms, and address the causes. Everybody needs to understand
what Postmodernism is and what it’s doing to our country/culture/society. Once you get it, you won’t
have any problem identifying the signs of it and attacking the problem at the source.
Postmodernism is a social disease, and like any disease, the most effective method to deal with it is
prevention, not treatment. You don’t reduce the number of people who get lung cancer from smoking
by suggesting they switch brands, you get them to quit smoking.
Here’s a fantastic source to understand what Postmodernism is written by Prof. Stephen Hicks, one of
the brightest scholars we have these days, and it can be downloaded free in .pdf format:
http://www.stephenhicks.org...
If you read and comprehend this book you will never again be made a fool of by Neomarxists, at least
not unwillingly.
Honest Deplorable • 2 hours ago
That complaint will go nowhere fast.
•
Bruiser in Houston • 3 hours ago
Heinlein was right. This is the "Crazy Years."
•
Gum Boocho • 7 hours ago

Restroom solution so simple: Have single user restrooms only, 1 person at a time. No group undressing
anywhere. BTW, defecation & urination are not group activities; neither should nudity be a school.
•
Law West of the Pecos Gum Boocho • 7 hours ago
So we should rearrange society, pandering to a mentally ill <1 percent of the population. Got it.
•
FightCancerOfCulturalMarxism Gum Boocho • 2 hours ago
Adapting/conforming to insanity & perversion?
GFY.
•
Deplorabus Maximus • 8 hours ago
The boy is obviously a lesbian trapped in a male body.
•
chevyman Deplorabus Maximus • 6 hours ago
Time was, real men would protect their wives and daughters and solve that
problem........permanently. The fix is still available today.
•
sirbourbon • 13 hours ago
How about when a student doesn't want to be seen by anyone including a person of the same sex. That
individual should be exempted from Gym class regardless of mandatory PE and should be allowed to
make up the credit by an extra study hall or an online school that is free of charge.
Of course the best thing is to drop out of Pervert High and join the moral team at Freedom Project
Academy. https://www.fpeusa.org/
•
Frank Martinelli sirbourbon • 13 hours ago
Good point. I agree. A student should have the option of being assigned an alternate class
•

